In this paper we present a new camera p r ojection model, which is intermediate between the ane camera model and the pin hole projection model. It is modeled a s a p erspective projection of 3D points into an arbitrary plane, followed by an ane transform of these projected p oints. We observe that the reprojection of a point into a novel image can be achieved uniquely provided that we have located a set of ve reference points over four images (of which three a r e input images, and the fourth is the novel image). Also, the reprojection theory does not assume that the input images are c aptured from cameras with identical internal calibration parameters. Thus, we apply our technique two dierent domain: (a) generation of novel images from a stereo pair (b) generation of virtual walkthrough sequence with a monocular image sequence as input.
I. Introduction
Recently, communication between humans located at distant sites has increased in importance. However, existing visual communication means such as video conferencing systems have limitations. For a user, the feeling of situated at distant locations is often dicult to overcome. One solution is to create an environment i n which h umans can feel that they are co-located in one real space. To realize this, it is necessary to generate views from arbitrary points in the real space. Also, in virtual walkthrough applications where the 3D model of the world is not known, we need to generate an image sequence for the \virtual" walk starting from an input monocular image sequence of the world. In this paper, we i n troduce a new camera projection model, and develop an ane coordinate based reprojection scheme for y Now with The Electrical Engineering Department, National University of Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent Singapore 119260 image based rendering for both the domains mentioned above.
Seitz and Dyer [7] have shown that given two images, the set of all views on the line joining the two optical centers can be generated by morphing. The view morphing idea therefore does not extend for arbitrarily placed virtual cameras. Shashua's [6] reprojection algorithm uses trilinear forms of three perspective views for reprojection, the key assumption there is that the internal calibration parameters of the cameras are same.
Our approach is similar to [6] in the sense that it is neither based on 3D reconstruction, nor on epipolar line intersection. We build the theory for a new camera projection model, which i s i n termediate between the ane model and the pin hole model. The reprojection theory however is not limited to the \same internal calibration parameters" assumption. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we build the theory of ane coordinates based reprojection over three dierent scenarios. In Section III, we discuss experimental results in image based scene generation. In Section IV, we present our conclusions.
II. Properties of Ane Coordinates
In this section, we develop the theory of ane coordinate based reprojection over three dierent scenarios:
1. Planar : Here, all points in the scene belong to a plane in 3D. The perspective transform is approximated as an ane transform.
2. Para Perspective Camera Model: Points in the scene can lie anywhere, but we assume the camera projection model to be an orthographic projection into a plane followed by an ane transform of these (projected) points as in the planar case. 
A. Planar Case
Here, we use the theory of ane invariance originally proposed by Lamdan and Wolfson [5] for object recognition applications. Let fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g be the projection of a set of points, all belonging to a 3D plane. Choosing For 3D planar points, the transformation under perspective projection can be approximated as an ane transform [9] . Therefore the ane coordinates of any point on the plane are invariant o ver all possible sets of images.
B. Para Perspective Case
In [3] , Jacobs simplies the camera projection model as an orthographic projection into a plane followed by an ane transform of these (projected) points. For a set of points (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; : : : ; P n ), following [3] , we construct a hypothetical plane passing through points P 1 , P 2 and P 3 . We call it the basis plane, as shown in Fig. 2 . The point P 4 is projected perpendicularly into the basis plane, and we call this projected point a s p 0 4 . The ane coordinates of p 0 4 with respect to the basis (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ) Projection of points into an image plane when the camera projection model is assumed to be an orthographic projection followed by a n ane transform. As in [3] , for ane coordinates ( 4 ; 4 ), it can be shown that there is a viewpoint in which the projection of the point P 4 has those ane coordinates. Let p b4 bea point on the basis plane with ane coordinates ( 4 ; 4 ), for the basis (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ). The line passing through p b4 and P 4 sets this viewing direction. This line meets the image plane (whose normal is parallel to the line) at a point q 4 . That is, q 4 is the image of P 4 . In a similar manner, we project P 1 , P 2 , P 3 into q 1 , q 2 and q 3 , respectively, on this image plane. With (q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 ) as the basis, one can easily observe that q 4 has the ane coordinates ( 4 ; 4 ), even when we subject the points on the image plane to an ane transformation (which includes translation, rotation, and scaling, to name a few). 
C. Our Camera M o del
Here, we assume a regular pin hole camera geometry to project the points in 3D into a plane. This is followed by an ane transform of these (projected) points. Let (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; : : : ; P n ) be the set of 3D points not necessarily lying on a plane. We construct a hypothetical plane passing through points P 1 , P 2 and P 3 as shown in Fig. 3 and go through a series of geometric constructions, as in the para perspective case.. Let q i be the projection of P i on the basis plane. As before, both p bi and q i has the ane coordinates ( i ; i ) when the basis are (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ) and (q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 ), respectively. Also, let c 0 and d C be the projection of the camera center C and its distance from the image plane. Using similar triangle pairs C p bi c 0 and P i p bi p 0 i , and C p b4 c 0 and P 4 p b4 p 0 4 , w e h a ve: 
I n a n o vel image (we will label it as the (n+1)th image) where we h a ve located the images of the ve reference 1 As number of images is always an integer, it means we need 3 images in total.
points P 1 ; : : : ; P 5 , w e estimate the ane coordinates of the jth point using Eq. Therefore, if we know the location of 5 reference points in (n + 1 ) images, and if we have located an arbitrary point in n of these images, we can uniquely estimate its position in the (n + 1) th image using our camera model. Note that the minimum (integral) value of n is 3.
We observe that [C j 1 : : : C j 6 ] contains rich information about the scene structure. For example, with C j 6 = 1 , C j 5 = k 5 k j 0k j 0k5kj+k5 . The parameter C j 5 decreases monotonically with k j , the later being the relative depth of the point P j (with respect to P 4 ) from the basis plane.
This observation is used in novel view generation for detection of occluded points.
Novel View Generation
The details of the novel view generation algorithm is outside the scope of the paper, however we discuss it here briey. It rst assumes that dense correspondences have been computed between the n image sequences.
For stereo images, we use a correlation based stereo matching for this purpose. For monocular image sequences, we use an optical ow algorithm. Given the location of the reference points in the input images and the novel image, the remaining points are reprojected using the algorithm described in the paper. We use a polygonal representation of the image to do rendering [8] .
III. Experimental Results
Using a Sony Digital HandyCam, we took a monocular image sequence of an oce scene.model.
Using the reprojection and novel view generation approach discussed in the earlier section, we generate a new synthetic image sequence, which corresponds to the Images from the virtual walkthrough sequence generated using our algorithm.
\virtual walkthrough", the virtual camera moving closer to the person in the scene. The input image sequence is illustrated in Fig 4(a) , and the synthetic image sequence is in Fig. 4(b) . Note that the quality of the synthetic images are quite good, although straight edges come out bent at certain places. Such inaccuracies can be attributed to errors in tracking and due to polygonization in the rendering 2 .
For an example where we h a ve stereo images as inputs as shown in Fig. 5 (a) , some of the novel views generated are shown in Fig. 5(b) .
IV. Conclusions
In this paper, we present an ane coordinate based reprojection scheme for a new camera model, which i s intermediate between the ane and the pin hole model. It does not take i n to account assumptions such as \same internal calibration" parameters, and we need to track only ve reference points over the images. We also show how our method can be used for image based rendering in dierent domains, such as (a) Virtual walkthrough application, where the input is a monocular image sequence, (b) Novel view generation where the input is a stereo pair. 
